
Hello! 
My name is Sepoy Surain Singh. I’m a soldier 
in the British Indian Army. 

We’re going to find out about symbols of 
remembrance. 

Let’s begin in the Army at Home GallerY!

Gallery Trail
Poppies & RemembrancePoppies & Remembrance

Poppies have been worn for 
over a hundred years. 

There have always been different 
religions in the Army. Some people 
choose to remember by displaying 
a poppy with a religious symbol.

Find these memorial markers.

A gallery trail for KS1-2 learners exploring 
symbols of remembrance and First World 
War soldier stories. Find the objects below 
as you explore the Museum!

Who do people remember 
when they wear a red poppy?

Go to the ‘Lest we Forget’ 
section of the gallery. 

Can you find some real poppies 
which were picked by a soldier 
in 1915? 

Which religions do you recognise 
from their symbols?

Find this Badge.

This badge specially remembers 
soldiers from the Caribbean in 
the First World War. 

The Black Poppy Rose 
remembers soldiers 
from black communities 
through time.

Now, let’s head over to the 
Conflict in Europe Gallery!

Go to the First
World War section 
of the gallery.

Can you find the 
painting of soldiers 
on horseback?

This purple poppy 
remembers the important 
jobs that animals have 
had in wars.

Can you name a country 
which is in the Caribbean?

Do you know any other animals who 
helped the Army in the First World War?

Now turn over to meet my 
friend Private William Webster.



Hi there! 
My name is Private William Webster. I’m a 
soldier in the British Army. 

We’re going to remember some First 
World War soldiers.

Let’s start in the Global Role Gallery!

Find the medals given 
to Major-General Sir 
Heerajee Cursetjee.

Heerajee was an Army 
doctor in the Indian 
Medical Service.

After the war, Heerajee 
ended up becoming the 
King’s surgeon!

What kinds of problems might 
doctors like Heerajee have 
helped soldiers with in the war?Right, let’s move on to 

the Soldier Gallery!Private Stephen Palmer was 
a soldier in The Queen’s 
Royal West Surrey Regiment.

Find the tin of Oxo cubes 
that his brother sent him. 

Stephen kept this tin in his chest 
pocket and it even saved his life when 
it stopped a bullet!

What are some other gifts that would 
have been useful or enjoyable for 
soldiers away from home like Stephen?

OK, last stop! Let’s go to the 
Formation Gallery! 

to find the portrait of Major 
Oliver Stewart who was a pilot 
in the Royal Flying Corps.

What can you see that would have kept 
Oliver warm when flying his plane? What 
other clothes would keep out the cold?

Oliver got a special 
medal for shooting 
down five enemy planes!

You have now completed 
the trail about poppies 
and remembrance. 

Well done!


